We have evaluated with 1100 digits of precision the contribution of all the 891 massindependent four-loop Feynman diagrams contributing to the slope of the Dirac form factor in QED. The total 4-loop contribution is
Recently in Ref. [1] the four-loop contribution to the electron g-2 in QED was calculated numerically with very-high precision, and a semi-analytical fit was obtained. In this companion paper we use the same techniques to calculate the four-loop QED contribution to the first derivative of the Dirac form factor.
In QED the amplitude for a vertex function can be written
where m is the electron mass, p 1 , p 2 and q are the momenta of the electrons and the photon, satisfying
F 1 (t) and F 2 (t) are the Dirac and Pauli form factors. At t = 0, charge conservation implies that
whereas the value of the Pauli form factor is the g-2
The quantity d dt F 1 (t) t=0 = F ′ 1 (0) is the slope of the Dirac form factor. The slope can be expanded perturbatively in powers of α π m 2 F ′
The coefficient A 1 in Eq.(5) is I.R. divergent:
; (6) the divergence is due to the on-mass-shell condition of the external electron 1 ; from two loops onward, the coefficients are finite. The two-loop and three-loop coefficients are known in analytical form [2] [3] [4] A 2 = − 4819 5184 − 49 432 π 2 + 1 2 π 2 ln 2 − 3 4 ζ(3) = 0.469 941 487 459 992. . . , 
In this paper we present the result of the calculation of A 4 with a precision of 1100 digits. The first digits of the result are The full-precision result is shown in table 1. We note that A 2 , A 3 and A 4 are all positive, in contrast with the alternating signs observed in the g-2 up to 5 loops.
Let us now consider the shift to the hydrogen energy levels due to A 4 . We express the energy shift in terms of the frequency shift ∆f = ∆E/h. For the level nS the frequency shift is [5, 6] 
where m r is the reduced mass m r = mM/(m + M) and M is the proton mass. Inserting the values of m, M, c, h and Z = 1, the correction due to A 4 is ∆f slope (nS, 4-loop) = 36.11 n 3 Hz ,
and is comparable with the experimental error of the extremely precise measurement of 1S − 2S transition [7] f (1S − 2S) = 2466 061 413 187 018 ± 11 Hz .
Eq.(11) is the first calculated four-loop correction to energy levels, of the kind α π 4 (Zα) 4 ; we note that there are some two-loop and three-loop radiative corrections which still have theoretical errors larger than Eq.(11), of the order of 10 α π 2 (Zα) 6 and 10 α π 3 (Zα) 5 , respectively (see [8, 9] ). Now we consider the shift due to all the QED four-loop contributions:
e from g-2 (see Eq.(2) of Ref. [1] ) and Π (4) le,1 from vacuum polarization (see Eq.(4) of Ref. [10] ). Writing
then
Note the deep numerical cancellation. Therefore
(1) There are 891 vertex diagrams contributing to A 4 . They can be obtained by inserting an external photon in each possible electron line of the 104 4-loop self-mass diagrams shown in Fig.2 . Because of the Furry's theorem, the vertex diagrams with closed electron loops with an odd number of vertices do not contribute, and are not considered. The vertex diagrams can be arranged in 25 gauge-invariant sets (Fig.1 ). The sets are classified according to the number of photon corrections on the same side of the main electron line and the insertions of electron loops (see Ref. [11] ). The numerical contributions of each set, truncated to 40 digits, are listed in the table 2. Adding the contributions of diagrams with and without closed electron loops one finds A 4 (no closed electron loops) = 0.3514798015766637774090446716934794695266 , (16) A 4 (closed electron loops only) = 0.5350658723697793684277770589168358898637 .
By building systems of integration-by-parts identities [12, 13] and solving them [14] , the contributions of all the diagrams to A 4 are expressed as linear combinations of 334 master integrals, the same ones as appeared in the calculation of 4-loop g-2 [1] .
In Ref. [1] these master integrals were calculated numerically with precision ranging from 1100 to 9600 digits; analytical expressions were fit to all these master integrals (single or in particular combinations) by using the PSLQ algorithm [15, 16] .
For the scope of this work these results suffice, with the exception of a new combination of elliptic master integrals, which has been successfully fit by using the same basis used for the other master integrals.
Therefore, the analytical expression of A 4 contains the same trascendentals appeared in the g-2 result: values of harmonic polylogarithms [17] with argument 1, 1 2 , e Fig.1 .
The terms have been arranged in blocks with equal transcendental weight. The index number is the weight. The terms containing the "usual" transcendental constants are: 
where v 61 =ImH 0,0,0,1,−1,−1 e i π 3 + ImH 0,0,0, 
v 65 =ReH 0,0,0,1,0,1 e i π
v 71 =ReH 0,0,0,1,0,1,−1 e i π 3 + 4ReH 0,0,0,0,1, 
The terms containing harmonic polylogarithms of e iπ 2 :
where v 73 =ζ(2) ReH 0,1,0,1,1 e i π 2 + Cl 2 π 2 ImH 0,1,1 e i π The terms containing elliptic constants:
K(x) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. The constants B 3 and C 3 have the following hypergeometric representations:
The numerical values of the constants appearing in Eq.(18) are listed in Table 3 . 53)). We have found that each one of the 891 contributions of the 4-loop vertex diagrams to F ′ 1 (0) and to F 2 (0) can be written as linear combination of the elements of this basis.
We briefly describe the method used to obtain A 4 . It is the same used in Ref. [1] . The 104 self-mass diagrams are generated with a C program. The contribution to A 4 from the amplitude M µ (p + q/2, p − q/2, q) of a vertex diagram is extracted by using projectors [21, 22] 
analogously to the corresponding formula for g-2
we use a FORM [19, 20] program to perform this operation. For each self-mass diagram a large system of integration-by-parts identities [12, 13] is generated and solved by using the program SYS [14] . Using this system of identities the contribution of each diagram is reduced to master integrals, which are the same of Ref. [1] . The contribution of a diagram to the slope must be independent of the internal routing chosen for the external momentum of the photon q. We compute the contributions with two different routings, Table 3 : Numerical values of the constants appearing in Eq.18.
one minimizing and the other maximizing the number of momenta containing q. We check that both expressions are reduced to same combination of master integrals. Let us compare the contributions to the slope and to g-2 of the same diagrams. Due to the second derivative appearing in Eq.(60), the contribution to the slope contains Feynman integrals with sum of exponents increased by 2 in the numerators and increased by 1 in the denominators. The total number of Feynman integrals of a contribution increases typically of a factor ∼ 10 − 20.
For the same reason, the number of identities of the system necessary to reduce the contributions to the slope increases of a factor 10 − 30 (up to 5 × 10 8 ), and the size increases of a factor 10 (up to 1.5TB).
For example, let us consider the contributions from the vertex diagrams derived from the self-mass diagram 22 of Fig.2 ; in the sector with all the 11 denominators the Feynman integrals have maximum sum of the exponents of the scalar products equal to 7, and maximum sum of the exponents of the denominators minus the number of denominators equal to 3. The integrals which have maximum sum of exponents are generated by the derivative with respect to the external photon momentum; we have verified that it is not necessary to generate integration-by-parts identities which contain Feynman integrals with total sum of exponents greater than these maxima.
